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Abstract—Fault diagnosis for numerical control machine is 
more difficult than that for other mechanical equipments 
due to its structural complexity and the coupling feature 
among different faults. In order to improve the accuracy 
and reliability of fault diagnosis for numerical control ma-
chine, an intelligent fault diagnosis model is studied. Besides 
the traditional method that multiple sensors are mounted on 
different locations, internal operation parameters from 
machine tool itself or NC program are introduced into the 
condition monitoring system because numerical machine 
tool is equipped with different kinds of sensors. These two 
information sources establish the multi-dimensional infor-
mation system which provides the original information for 
diagnosis. On this base, the method based on multi-sensor 
data fusion is developed in this paper. Multiple characteris-
tic parameters in time domain, frequency domain and time-
frequency domain are extracted from the processed signal to 
mine the fault information. The sensitive parameter set 
which is regarded as the input characteristic vectors of 
classifiers is obtained on the base of correlation analysis. 
Multiple classifiers are enabled respectively and simultane-
ously to fuse all the sensitive parameters quantitatively and 
diagnose the fault type. Finally the results of multiple classi-
fiers are fused in the form of global decision fusion by the 
method of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to obtain the 
final diagnosis result. The determination method of weight 
based on classifier output's entropy is discussed in this pa-
per and the formula is given. This model and method has 
been tested in rolling bearing fault diagnosis for numerical 
control machine and the results of the proposed model show 
which is effective and versatile. 

Index Terms—multi-sensor, data fusion, numerical control 
machine, hybrid intelligent model, fault diagnosis 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The numerical control machines which have been wide-

ly used are the foundation of equipment manufacturing 
industry. Since the numerical control devices are under the 
running condition such as high-speed and variable load, 
frequent reversing, vibration and impact, friction and wear 
and etc., the typical parts’ performance may occur vari-
ance to influence processing quality and precision, which 
even lead to the equipment failure. So the condition moni-
toring and fault  

diagnosis research for the numerical control devices is 
crucial to preventive and predictive maintenance, proper 
functioning of device and machining quality of work piec-
es. Most self-diagnosis system of numerical control ma-
chine [1-[2] can not diagnose faults in mechanical parts, 
so the question of fault diagnosis for mechanical parts has 
been attracting much attention. 

In order to improve the accuracy of diagnosis, there are 
two scopes which are focus on by researchers: advanced 
signal processing methods and artificial intelligence tech-
nology. In recent years the processing methods of non-
stationary signal such as wavelet analysis & wavelet 
pocket analysis, Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), 
stochastic resonance, etc. are used in fault diagnosis to 
mine more effective fault information. The technology of 
artificial intelligent including expert system, neural net-
work, genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic, etc. is applied in 
fault diagnosis system to improve the degree of intelligent 
diagnosis. These methods and techniques are all applied in 
the diagnosis system which acquire better result in prac-
tice [3]. With the application and development of these 
new methods and techniques, the question that these 
methods have their own advantages and disadvantages and 
only can be applied in particular conditions is emerged 
[6]. So the method of hybrid intelligent fault diagnosis has 
been studied widely [7]. In these researches, multiple 
advanced signal processing method and artificial intelli-
gent techniques are utilized simultaneously. But in most 
diagnosis system only one kind of information (such as 
vibration information) is used which often cause the in-
completeness of information about objects especially in 
condition of fault diagnosis for complicated system. The 
lack of information even leads to misdiagnosis. The se-
cond point is that the extracted character features are con-
centrated in a certain single domain. The character fea-
tures of other domains are abandoned. In fact the infor-
mation of fault is reflected in time domain, frequency 
domain and time-frequency domain only in different de-
gree. 

Aiming at the problem existing in hybrid intelligent 
fault diagnosis, the diagnosis structure model based on 
multi-dimensional information system and multi-level 
information fusion is established, as shown in figure 1. 
The multi-dimensional information system providing the 
original information for fault diagnosis has two independ-
ent information sources: external sensors and internal 
running parameters. External sensors including vibration 
sensors, temperature sensors noise sensors, visual sensors 
and so on which are mounted at different locations. The 
type of sensor can be chosen according to the characteris-
tics of fault. Because numerical control machine itself is 
equipped with many high accuracy sensors to ensure the 
accuracy of processing. So the running status parameters 
from numerical control machine or NC program form the 
internal sources of information. The multi-dimensional 
information system provides complete information to 
diagnosis system. The signals from different sources are 
investigated in the time domain, frequency domain and 
time-frequency domain respectively. The characteristic 
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features are extracted in every domain. In order to choose 
sensitive fault characteristic features and simplify the 
structure of classifier, the select method of characteristic 
features based on correlation analysis is studied. Feature 
fusion is completed in this stage. In the stage of pattern 
recognition, Two-level diagnosis network mode is adopt-
ed. The first level network is parallel structure which 
composes of multiple classifiers. These classifiers analysis 
sensitive characteristic features independently and diag-
nose fault type. The results of the classifiers in the first 
level are sent to the second level network for the deeper 
integration by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. The 
method of classifiers weighted based on diagnostic accu-
racy is researched. The final diagnosis conclusion is 
gained after two levels fusion.  

In this fault diagnosis model many measurements are 
taken to reduce the uncertainty in the diagnosis. Firstly the 
increase of numerical control machine's running parame-
ters information source forms multi-dimensional infor-
mation system which can reflect the fault information 
comprehensively and completely. Secondly the multi-
level fusion mines the effective fault information hidden 
in the original signals. Thirdly the classifiers’ results are 
fused based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation which is 
the simulation of the method of human decision. Every 
classifier's result is defined as a factor in diagnosis deci-
sion. Various intelligent fault diagnosis technologies are 
combined together in this model. 
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Figure 1.  Fault diagnosis model 

II. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM 
Information is absolutely necessary for fault diagnosis. 

Correct diagnosis conclusion is likely to gain only in the 
status that the running state of numerical control machine 
can grasp timely and comprehensively. Due to the com-
plexity coupling between subsystems of numerical control 
machine, the traditional fault diagnosis way of single 
sensor is tend to cause the uncertainty of information, 
which may lead to a misdiagnosis or missed diagnosis 
conclusion. Thus multi-source information fusion tech-
nique is introduced into the fault diagnosis for numerical 
control machine. Many sensors which are various types 
such as vibration, noise, temperature, cutting force and 

image etc. [9] form the sensor array. The technology of 
multi-sensor fusion brings a new opportunity for fault 
diagnosis of numerical control machine. However these 
sensors are additional structure against machine tools. 
Installation of these sensors is inconvenient due to the 
limitation of machine tool structure or size. On the other 
hand, the signals become very weak because of the propa-
gation medium's number and long path length. The two 
points are the disadvantages of multiple external sensors 
method. 

Numerical control machine itself is equipped with 
many high-precision sensors such as grating, rotary en-
coder, current sensor, temperature sensor to guarantee the 
accuracy. And closed loop or half closed loop control 
method is often adopted. That is to say, the operation 
status of the numerical control machine can be gained in 
real time by many parameters such as the current or 
torque, temperature of motor and different kinds of errors. 
With the appearance and development of open numerical 
control machine tools in recent years, the internal sensors' 
signals of numerical control machine can be achieved 
directly under the online state [10]. The information gath-
ered from internal sensors is very useful for fault diagno-
sis. This method doesn't need any additional sensor or 
device, and the signals are more reliable compares with 
external sensor method.  

So in the diagnosis model proposed in this paper exter-
nal sensors and internal information of numerical control 
machine tool are the two information sources on condition 
monitor and fault diagnosis system. The problems of poor 
ability to reflect the fault information when the built-in 
sensor is far away from the fault [11] and the limit of 
installation position of external sensor are solved through 
the combination of information. Different kinds of multi-
ple sensors mounted on different locations and multiple 
parameters gained from numerical control machine tool 
provide complementary information to characterize the 
state of the machine tool.  

III. SIGNAL ANALYZING AND PROCESSING 
Because the different type, degree or location of faults, 

the fault information will reflect in the time domain, fre-
quency domain and time-frequency domain only in differ-
ent levels. The necessary analysis and processing of the 
original signal is needed to find the effective information. 

Time-frequency analysis is a powerful tool for analyz-
ing time-varying, non-stationary signals, and can describe 
the relationship between signal frequency changes over 
time. The method Empirical Mode Decomposition [13] is 
used commonly in signal time-frequency analysis. 

The basic idea of EMD is to decompose a signal into 
the sum of several multi-scale signals, called the intrinsic 
mode function (IMF) [14]. The original signal is decom-
posed into multiple IMFs and one residual component, as 
Eq.(1). 
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  when the signal x(t) is a discrete signal, the total ener-

gy is the sum of every interval energy.  
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Where t!  is sample interval. 
When the fault occurs, the frequency of vibration 

changes obviously. So the energy value of same frequency 
band is different which cause the different energy distribu-
tion of signal, as shown in fig 2. That is to say, the energy 
of every frequency band contains abundant information 
about fault. The signal can be decomposed into some 
frequency bands automatically by method of EMD. When 
the fault occors, the energy of IMFs also change, which 
are treated as characteristic feature. 
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(a)normal                              (b)inner ring fault 
Figure 2.  EMD decomposition in different faults 

So in order to find the effective fault information, char-
acteristic parameters of each domain are extracted. These 
parameters constitute the original failure data set which is 
listed in table I.  

TABLE I.   
CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS 

Mode of signal 
processing 

Names of characteristic 
parameters 

Number of charac-
teristic parameters 

time domain peak, RMS value, average 
root, average mean, kurtosis, 
skewness, waveform factor, 
pulse factor, peak factor, 
margin factor, kurtosis factor 

11 

frequency do-
main 

center frequency, mean 
square frequency, root mean 
square frequency 

3 

time-frequency 
domain (EMD) energy value of each IMF 8 

IV. 3 MULTI-SENSOR DATA FUSION 
The multi-dimensional information system provide var-

iously and complementary characteristic information for 
fault diagnosis. Then, how to fuse information is a vital 
issue[15]. Multi-sensor data fusion is the data processing 
in multi levels and multi-dimension to gain the new useful 
information which is unable to obtain with any single 
sensor, and then improves the diagnosis accuracy [14].  

A. Characteristic feature reduction based on 
correlation analysis  

After signal processing the feature set includes a large 
number of characteristic parameters. So many features 
will lead to complicated structure of classifier, the diffi-
culty of operation, even reduce the diagnosis accuracy. In 
order to simplify the structure of classifier and improve 

the model accuracy, the irrelevant or low sensitivity char-
acteristic parameters must be eliminated. 

Several characteristic parameters may reflect the same 
change trend, only in different levels because the influ-
ence of measuring point location, sensor types. Firstly 
these characteristic features will increase the number of 
classifier input which leads to the complexity of classifier 
structure. Some researches indicate that the more classifier 
inputs cannot get better result and high relevant character-
istic features may reduce the diagnosis accuracy. So char-
acteristic parameters with high correlation relationship 
must be removed [17]. All characteristic parameters are 
processed by fuzzy clustering. 

Step 1: matrix of characteristic feature  
  In order to remove high relevant characteristic fea-

tures, a number of samples are needed. Please note that 
these samples must include all kinds of fault type. Then 
the matrix of characteristic feature M is got. The data of M 
has been normalized. 
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Where n is the number of characteristic value, m is the 
number of sample. 

Step 2: similar relation matrix 
The correlation coefficient of each two columns is cal-

culated which reflects the correlation between the charac-

teristic values. So the similar relation matrix rR is calcu-
lated by the method of correlation coefficient. 

The linear correlation coefficient iJij XXr is  
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  The research shows that clustering by the fuzzy simi-

lar matrix can reduce the calculation volume comparing 
with the fuzzy equivalence matrix. And it is more suitable 
to deal with high-dimensional data[18]. 

Step 3: fuzzy clustering 
According to the principle of fuzzy clustering, after set-

ting a certain threshold! , the characteristic parameters 
will then be divided into several classes. The number of 
class is decided by the value of! . The number of sample 
and characteristic parameter, the type of fault must taken 
into consideration when the value of !  is determining.  

The characteristic parameters within the same class 
have the high correlation. If there is not only one element 
in the same class, one characteristic parameter can be 
selected as the input of classifier at random in theory. And 
the selected methods by some evaluation functions such as 
revised Euclidean distance or be determined by search 
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optimization or genetic algorithms are researched by some 
experts [19].  

B. Primary diagnosis based on single classifier  
  There are many different kinds of classifier whose 

theory and algorithm is different. In field of fault diagno-
sis Bayesian classifier, neural network classifier and Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) are used widely. The method 
and result based on single classifier will introduce in the 
part of experiment. The result of experiment shows that 
every kind of classifier is not perfect which can not apply 
in all conditions. Even for the same type of fault, different 
classifiers have different diagnosis accuracy due to algo-
rithm. That is to say, each kind of classifier has some 
limitations and the results of different classifier form the 
complementary relation. This is the foundation of multiple 
classifiers fusion. 

C. Final diagnosis based on multiple classifiers fusion  
In the method of multiple classifier fusion it establishes 

a simulation process of human decision. Each classifier’s 
output is a factor which would be taken into consideration 
to make the final diagnosis decision-making. The multiple 
classifier fusion method based on fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation is introduced in this paper. The diagnostic 
accuracy of each classifier is the evaluation parameters to 
assign weights of classifiers. 

The output of each member classifi-

er },,,{ 21 imiii yyyE != ( i=1,2,... N, N is the number 
of classifiers) can be seen as a discrete variable.  

Therefore the member classifier’s output entropy for-
mula is 
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Where the value of the constant K is related to the 

number of fault type m, take m
K
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=
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A certain number of known samples are selected to test 
for each member classifier. The entropy values of all the 
outputs of member classifiers are calculated according to 
the formula (4). In order to eliminate the influence caused 

by individual factors, je the average entropy of each 
member classifier is calculated . 

The degree of deviation 

jj yy Hd !=1
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 Each member classifier weight is 
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The weight vector ( )NA !!!! ,.......,,, 321=  is de-
rived. 

The result of every classifier is fused though the 
Eq.(10) by the way of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. B 
is the final output results. According to the principle of 
maximum membership, the type of fault is determined and 
the final diagnosis result is given. 

RAB !=                                10  
There are two advantages of the method of fuzzy com-

prehensive evaluation. 
(1) According to a certain number of prior knowledge, 

the important level of each classifier in the final decision 
is determined and the weight value of each classifier is 
distributed objectively.  

(2) The output of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation re-
sult is in a vector form which is a fuzzy subset. The result 
is represented in a variety of fault types of membership 
which describes the fuzzy nature of fault. 

V. 4 EXPERIMENTS 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method 

proposed in this paper, experiments are carried out on the 
part of bearing. According to the location and degree, the 
bearing wear fault are divided into ten types which in-
cludes ball bearing retention’s severe and mild wear, inner 
ring’s severe wear and mild wear, outer ring’s severe and 
mild wear, ball’s mild, moderate and severe wear and 
normal. Three acceleration sensors are mounted at meas-
uring point 1,2,3 to monitor the vibration signals in X, Y, 
Z directions. One noise sensor is mounted at measuring 
point 4 and one temperature sensor is mounted at measur-
ing point 5, as shown in fig.3.  

 
Figure 3.  fault specimen of bearing 

In the experiment three international parameters of fol-
low error of shaft, the control deviation and the actual 
speed of encoder are utilized which extracted by machine 
tool servo system information [21].  

According to the method mentioned in section 2, after 
feature extraction feature vector of each measuring point 
is formed with 176 characteristic parameters. In order to 
reduce the amount of calculation, so before the fuzzy 
clustering, the characteristic features are chosen based on 
attributes reduction of rough set firstly and 17 characteris-
tic features are remaining which are listed in table . 
Then the 17 remained characteristic features data are fur-
ther analyzed using fuzzy cluster analysis to obtain a 
fuzzy cluster trend diagram, as shown in fig 4. Ten sam-
ples of each kind of fault are selected at random and the 
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matrix of characteristic feature 17100!M  is gained after 
the normalization of original data matrix. The normalized 
functions is ‘mapminmax (M,0,1)’ . According to the 
result of fuzzy cluster trend diagram, 12 classes are finally 
chosen in the experiment.   

The select method of characteristic features in the same 
class is randomly. The result of characteristic feature re-
duction is listed in table . 

In order to prove that the characteristic features in the 
same class have the similar classification ability, the ex-
periment is carried out. The characteristic features in the 
same class are combined with other categories respective-
ly, and the same BP neural network structure is used to 
recognize patterns. The result is list in table . Most char-
acteristic value combinations have the better recognition 
rate, but the training time is different. 

The classifiers of BP neural network, RBF network and 
SVM that are widely applied in fault diagnosis are select-
ed in this paper. Because of different algorithms the ad-
vantages of these three classifiers are also different. Firstly 
three models of each kind of classifier is set up and trained 
respectively. Please note the output of the BP network and 
RBF network can be directly used as a vector of the eval-
uation matrix R after normalization. But the output of 
SVM is generally the result of classification then the out-
put must be converted into the form of failure's probability 
value which can be used as a vector of the judgment ma-
trix R. All kinds of failure probability values are obtained 
with the parameters of 'probability_estimates' in the pro-
gram of SVM. Then 100 groups of sample data are chosen 
to determine the weight of BP, RBF and SVM according 
to the way described in part 3.2.2. 

  The weights of the classifiers are 0.3717, 0.2416 and 
0.3867. In order to validate the proposed method, another 
50 groups of sample are chosen to test. The experiment 
results show that the fault type can be diagnosed correctly 
if the members of classifier’s conclusions are the same. If 
there is a conclusion conflict between the single classifi-
ers, about 70% of the sample can identify the fault types 
after fusion correctly. The correct rate after fusion by 
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is higher than any single 
classifier. This shows the effectiveness of the proposed 
diagnosis model and proves the method of single classifier 
integration based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is 
feasible. 

 
Figure 4.  fuzzy cluster trend diagram 

TABLE II.   
RESULT OF CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE REDUCTION 

No. measuring point  
Remained character-

istic feature by 
rough set 

Remained character-
istic feature after 
fuzzy clustering  

measuring point 1 E1,E3,E5, skewness, 
square frequency, 
center frequency 

E1,E3,E5,square fre-
quency, center frequen-
cy 

measuring point 2 E1,skewness , mean 
square frequency 

E1 

measuring point 3 E2, center frequency , 
average root of fre-
quency 

E2,center frequency, 
average root of fre-
quency 

measuring point 4 E2 E2 
measuring point 5 waveform factor, 

pulse factor 
pulse factor 

internal information skewness of contour 
error, kurtosis factor 
of control deviation 

kurtosis factor of 
control deviation 

TABLE III.   
CLASSIFICATION ABILITY OF DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES IN 

SAME CLASS(20 SAMPLES) 

No. of characteristic fea-
ture 

Recognition 
rate 

training 
steps 

TRAINING 
TIME(S) 

1,2,3,5,7,8,9,10,11,13,15,16 80% 109 0.6867 
1,2,3,5,7,8,9,10,11,14,15,16 85% 264 1.0623 
1,2,3,12,7,8,9,10,11,13,15,16 50% 150 0.7212 
1,2,3,6, 7,8,9,10,11,13,15,16 75% 297 1.2017 
1,2,3,6, 7,8,9,10,11,13,15,17 80% 75 0.4686 
1,2,4,6, 7,8,9,10,11,13,15,17 100% 85 0.4931 

VI. 4 CONCLUSIONS 
(1) Multi-source information is the direct source of the 

original information for CNC machine tool fault diagno-
sis. The configuration of the information source must be 
reasonable because necessary and sufficient information 
must provide for fault diagnosis. In addition to the tradi-
tional external sensor information sources, internal 
sources of CNC machine tools itself is set in this method. 
The two types of information sources can form the com-
plementation relation effectively, so as to reduce or elimi-
nate the uncertainty in diagnosis process caused by in-
complete data. The experiments also show that the charac-
teristic values from the internal information source have 
an important influence to the diagnosis decision. 

(2) The essence of information fusion is in the process 
of multi-level and multi-dimensional fusion to find new 
information. There are data layer, feature layer and deci-
sion-making three different levels fusions in the diagnosis 
model. The signals from different types and different 
sample frequencies are aligned in time and space in the 
first data layer fusion. The characteristic values are com-
pressed by the feature layer fusion, provide sensitive char-
acteristic features for diagnosis. Compressed sensitive 
feature set is seen as a diagnostic network input. Level of 
each classifier in the diagnosis of parallel network respec-
tively establishes a preliminary conclusion of the test 
sample, which is the equivalent result of a number of 
experts. Based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of 
secondary diagnosis network, the value is distributed 
objectively to the experts for comprehensive evaluation. 
The process of diagnosis is simulating human thinking 
and methods, integration in the process of diagnosis level 
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of diversification, and organic combination of data fusion 
and fusion model, which are able to reduce or avoid the 
failure phenomenon of missed diagnosis and misdiagno-
sis. 

(3) Diagnosis model, signal processing, feature extrac-
tion and diagnosis decision-making, etc., all are taken 
certain measures to reduce or eliminate the uncertain fac-
tors of diagnosis process, so as to improve the diagnostic 
accuracy. 
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